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Solutions for Forte's Conjectures
By

Michlro KONDO*

Jo Porte have provided a series of very weak modal logics in [1].
First of all he introduced the weakest modal logic Sa in that series
and defined the series by applying the operations "the reinforcement 53
and athe normalization" to Sa repeatedly 0 The well-known modal
logics (e. g0 T, S49 etc.) are contained in this series,, Unfortunately,
since these logics are rather weak9 many problems (e» g. the completeness theorems by means of Kripke3s semantics) remain open. In
[2], Porte has left the following conjectures,,
Conjecture (III) : pvSa is complete for the model structure <G9 K, J?>
where the real world is normal, while all the other worlds are seminormal
(or normal), the relation R being reflexive and transitive.
Conjecture (IV) : If the model structure is like in conjecture (III) ,
except that R is not bound to be transitive^ it determines a logic which
can be axiomatized by yP!9 ^P23 vP3, D3 pvD, pW9 /.
But, judging from the context, probably the conjecture (IV) is to
be read as follows.
Conjecture (IV*) : If the model structure is like in conjecture (III) ,
except that R is bound to be transitive^ it determines a logic which can be
axiomatized by vPl, yP2, yP39 D, pvD, pW, L
In this paper, I will give the affirmative solution for (III) and
negative one for (IV*).
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§ 1. The Logic H and Its Semantics
For the sake of simplicity we denote the logics in (III) and (IV*)
as H and //A respectively. First of all we shall state the logic H.
The axiom system of H is following.
Axiom schemata:
A\ (PI)
4->(jB->4)
A2 (P2)
(4-> (B->C) ) -> ( (A-»
43 (P3)
(~4->~5) -> (B-*A)
A4
A5

A7
48

(pvD) L(A-»B)-*(LA-*LB)
(pW) LA-+A

49 (pi)
LA-+LLA
Rule of inference:
Rl (D) infer B from A->B and A,
where we use the symbols Al,...9 A9 and Rl instead of Forte's
notation (PI ) , . . . , (pi) and (Z>), respectively.
Hence the logic H is obtained from SO. 5 by adding an extra
axiom scheme A9 LA-+LLA to the axiom system of SO. 5.
A structure M = <G, K, R, F> is called an //-model (or simply
model if no confusion arises) i f G e ^ , / ? i s a reflexive and transitive
relation on K, and V is the valuation function satisfying the conditions :
For every u^K and any formulas A and B of //,
(Cl) 7(~4,M)=1
iff V(A,u)=Q
(C2) V(A-*B, u)=l
iff F04 M) =0 or F(55 M) = 1
(C3) 7(Z^,G)=1
iff V(A,u)=lfor
every M such that
GRu
(C4) if F(L^4, w ) = 0 , then F(^,y)=0 for some v such that
A semi-normal world w is one satisfying the following condition:
For every formula LA, if V(LA, w) =0, then there exists w' ^K
accessible to w (i.e.wRw') such that V(A,w')=Q.
A normal world w is one satisfying the condition: For every
formula LA, V(LA,w)=l if and only if V(A,w')=l for every w'
such that wRwf.
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Hence G is normal while all the other worlds are semi-normal in
any //-model.
A formula A of H is said to be true in an //-model M = <G,/L 9
R,Vy when 7(4,G)=1. A formula A of H is said to be //-valid
(simply valid unless confusion arises) if A is true in every //-model
Thus (III) means that A is provable in // (// h A) iff A is //-valid.
Therefore9 the conjecture (III) follows from the completeness theorem
of H in terms of the models stated above.
First, we show the soundness theorem of H.

Theorem 1. If H\-A,

then A is H-valide

Proof. It is sufficient to show that every axiom scheme is valid
and the rule of inference preserves validity,, We show only the cases
of ,48 and 49.
For the case of 48, suppose that 48 is not valid0 There exists a
model <G 9 ^,£,7> such that 7(48, G) =0. That is, V(LA9G)=l
but 7(49 G) =0. Since R is reflexive, we have GRG. Hence we
obtain 7(4, G ) = l by 7(L4, G ) = l . This is a contradiction.
Suppose that 49 is not valid. There is a model <G, K, J?9 7> such
that 7(L4,G)=1 but 7(LL4, G) =0. Since 7(LL4,G)=0 9 we get
7(JL4 9 w)—0 for some u such that GRu. Since u is semi-norma!9
V(A,v)=Q for some v such that uRv. By the transitivity of R, we
obtain GRv. Hence we have 7(4,0)=! by 7(L4, G)=l. But this
is a contradiction.
Therefore the soundness theorem of H can be proved.
§2,

Completeness of H

We shall establish the completeness theorem of H, We need some
definitions and lemmata in order to show the theorem.
First we define a logic SL. The language of a logic SL is as
follows: prepositional variables p, q, r9 ... ; primitive connectives ~9 —>
and L. The logic SL has the axiom schemata 41-43 and the rule
of inference Rl. Thus, roughly speaking? SL has the same structure
as the classical propositional logic. But SL has the formulas of the
form L40
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A set S of formulas of a given logic X is called consistent in X
if there are no formulas AI, ..., An of S such that X\- ~~ (A A- • • A A) •
Otherwise 6* is called inconsistent in X.
A consistent set S in X is said to be maximal consistent in it if
A^S or ~~A^S for every formula A of X.
Simple calculation yields the next facts: For every maximal consistent set S in X,
(1) if A is provable in X, then
(2) if AtES and A-^B^S, then
As to the logic SL9 we have the next theorem.
Theorem 2. // SL[-A, then H^LA.
Proof. We can prove easily this theorem by induction on the
proof of A in SL.
We shall state the useful lemma without proof.
Lemma 3- (Lindenbaurrfs lemma) If S is a consistent set in X, then
there exists a maximal consistent set U in X containing S.
And we note also the following lemma.
Lemma 4. If S is a maximal consistent set in H and LA&S, then
there is a maximal consistent set U in SL such that ^-A^U and B^U
for every formula B satisfying LB^S.
Proof,

Immediate from Lemma 3 and Routley [4] Lemma 40

We establish the completeness theorem of H. Suppose that A is
not provable in H. We shall show that A is not valid in our semantics.
Since {^-A} is consistent in H, there is a maximal consistent set G
in H containing {^-A} by Lemma 3.
Let K be the set of all maximal consistent sets u in SL such that
(Vfl) (ZjBeG:»jBeii). Clearly G^K. We define the relation R as
follows: For every w, v^K, uRv. Clearly R is a reflexive and transitive relation on K, Lastly we define the valuation function V. Let
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V be the function satisfying the condition: For every formula B and
every element u^K, V(B,u)=I iff B^u.
Now, we have to check that V is the valuation function in our
sense. For (Cl) and (C2), it is trivial. For (C3), suppose that
7(U3,G)=1. Since LB^G, we have that B^u and thus V(B,u)=l
for every u such that GRu. Conversely,, suppose that F(LS,G)=0 0
Since LB^G and G is a maximal consistent set in H9 by Lemma 43
there is a maximal consistent set u in SL such that ^-J3ewB As to
this u, we have u^K and GRu, These facts mean that if V(LB, G) =0
then V(B9u) — 0 for some u such that GRu. And as to (C4), suppose
that F(.LB, M)=0. Since LB&u, we have LLB^G by definition of
-fiT. Since LB-+LLB is provable in H9 we have LB-^LLB^G and
hence LB&G. Thus there exists a maximal consistent set v^K such
that ~~B^v0 We have wjRye Thus if V(LB,u)=Q9 then F(5 3 y)=0
for some v such that wJ?ys
Now we are going to show the completeness theorem of H0 Since
H\hA and ~ A^G, we have V(A9G)=Q for the model <G, tf, /Z, F>
constructed above. This means that
Theorem 5e // A is H-valid, then H\-A0
This indicates that the conjecture (III) holds0
Checking the above argument, we have another result for (III).
Let (G,K,R, Vy be a structure such that G<=K, R is a restricted
reflexive relation on K (i. e. GRG} and a restricted transitive one (i.
e. if GRu and uRv then GRv) , and F is a valuation function satisfying
(C1) — (C4). We call this structure an //*-model.
Then we can prove the next result without difficulty.
Theorem 60 The conjecture (III) AoMy /or H*-model structures,
§ 3o A Solution lor the Conjecture (IV*)
The logic H^ in the conjecture (IV*) has the axiom schemata
^41-^48 and the rules of inference R\ and R2 (I) ; infer LLA from
LA* Hence //A is obtained from SO. 5 by adding the extra rule of
inference R2 to the axiom system to it.
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We call a structure <G, K, R, 7> an H*-model (simply model) If
a normal world G^K, R is a reflexive relation on K, and V is a
valuation function satisfying (Cl) — (C4) in §1.
An #A-formula 4 is said to be true in an //A-model <G, #, R, 7>
when 7(4, G ) = l . A formula A is called //A-valid (simply valid)
if for every //A-model <G, #, #, 7> we have 7(4,G)=1. Therefore
the conjecture (IV*) means that //A (-4 iff A is valid.
Unfortunately the conjecture does not hold. Because, since R2
does not preserve validity, even the soundness theorem does not hold.
Suppose that LA is valid but LLA is not. There is a model <G, K,
£, 7> such that 7(LL4, G) =0. Thus V(LA,u)=Q for some u with
G/2&. However u is not necessarily a normal world and therefore our
assumption does not necessarily lead to a contradiction. Thus the
conjecture (IV*) does not hold.
However, we can get the completeness theorem for //A if we
modify the definition of //A-models slightly as mentioned below.
We call a structure <7V, K, R, 7> an //A*-model (simply *-model)
when N is a non-empty subset of K and R is a reflexive relation on
K with the extra condition; for u, v<^K, uRv implies xRv for some
x^N. And V is a valuation function satisfying the conditions (Cl),
(C2), (C4) and the following condition (C3*).
(C3*)

For u^N, V(LA, u) =1 iff 7(4, 0) =1 for every v with uRv.

Hence every world in N is normal while all the other worlds are
semi-normal in any *-model.
An f/ A -formula A is valid when, for every HA*-model <W, K> R,
7>, we have V(A9u)=l for every u^N.
Now we shall show the soundness theorem for //A.
Theorem 7e // // A h4, *A*w 4 w oa/W.
Proof. We show only that the rule R2 preserves validity. Suppose
that LA is valid but LLA is not. There is a *-model <N, K9 R, 7>
such that V(LLA, u) =0 for some u^N. We have V(LA9 v) =Q for
some v with w^y. By (C4), there is w such that vRw and 7(4, ze;) =00
By vRw and the condition of R, we have x^?t£; for some x^N. Since
L4 is valid, we have V(LA,x)=l and hence 7(4, ze;)=l. But this
is a contradiction. Thus R2 preserves validity.
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Next we shall prove the completeness theorem.
Theorem 8. // A is valid, then H A h A
Proof, Suppose that //A|f A. It is sufficient to prove that A is
not valid. Since //A If A, {-^A} is consistent in H^0 Hence there is
a maximal consistent set G in //A containing {^.4}0 Now 3 let N be
the set of all maximal consistent sets in H^a Let K be the set of all
maximal consistent sets u in SL such that (EUeTV) (V-S) (LB<=x^>
B^u). It is easy to show that N is a non-empty subset of K. Next
we define the relation R on K as follows: For u^ v^K, uRv iff (i)
and (V5) (LB^u^B^v) or (ii) w^AT and (3j>e7\0 (V5)
y^>B^v). Lastly we define V as in §2.
We have to check that this structure <7V3 K^ R, F> is a *-model.
We show only that V satisfies (C4). Suppose that 7(ZJ3, M)=O.
If
u^N, by Lemma 4, then V clearly satisfies (C4). So we suppose
that u^N, By definition of K, there is x^N such that C^u for
every formula C satisfying LC^x. Hence we have LLB^x by LB^u.
This means that H^frLLB.
By R2 we get H^ \t-LB. Hence there
is a maximal consistent set y in //A containing {^LB}. Since Lemma
4 holds also for HA, there is a maximal consistent set v in ^ such
that B&v and C^y for every formula C satisfying LC^y* Thus? v
is also in K. By definitions of R and F3 we have that
for some y with uRv.
Thus the structure (N,K,R, F> is a *-model. Since
we have that F(^43 G) =0 for some GeJV 0 This means that A is not
valid. Hence the completeness theorem for //A can be proved.
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